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New Axiom® Dynamic Curving from Armstrong Enables Straight
and Curved Ceiling Trim Profiles to be Produced as Single,

Continuous Piece 

Industry-leading manufacturing capability minimizes joints and visible seams
traditionally necessary to achieve a curved trim design

LANCASTER, Pa. – Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions has introduced Axiom®
Dynamic Curving, a new manufacturing capability that enables straight and curved
ceiling trim profiles to be produced as a single, continuous piece of trim (single
direction only).

This industry-leading capability maximizes material use with full-length pieces and
minimizes joints and visible seams traditionally necessary to achieve a curved trim
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design. Axiom Dynamic Curving is now available for all Armstrong acoustical
ceilings, drywall grid, and AcoustiBuilt™ alternative drywall ceilings.

Longer, continuous trim pieces

Architects and designers can create more complex curves—such as elliptical
shapes—with a smooth, continuous visual. Axiom Dynamic Curving also enhances
the visual aesthetic because trim profiles go from curved to straight or multiple radii
in a single trim piece (curves in single direction only) with fewer joints and visible
seams.

In terms of installation, the new curving capability means contractors have fewer
pieces to order and manage on the jobsite. Because there are fewer joints, the new
trim pieces require less time and labor to assemble and are much easier and faster
to install. The assembled trim pieces are also more stable to move around the
jobsite.

To learn more, view the Armstrong Axiom Dynamic Curving video. For more
support, contact an Armstrong TechLine expert at armstrongceilings.com/techline.

About Armstrong World Industries 
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a leader in the design and manufacture of
innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions
in the Americas. With $937 million in revenue in 2020, AWI has about 2,800
employees and a manufacturing network of 15 facilities plus six plants dedicated to
its WAVE joint venture.
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